Modeling Project Rubric
Your research paper will be graded on the following points:

Form.

1. Format Specifications & Cover Page (_____ of 5 pts)
   - Cover page includes title, names, date, abstract and nothing else.
   - 16–20 pages long, 1½-spacing, 11–12pt font, 1 inch margins

2. Overall Organization (_____ of 10 pts)
   - Are the sections of the paper organized logically?
   - Does the paper flow well from one section to the next?
   - Does the paper keep its focus throughout?

3. Grammar and Sentence Structure (_____ of 10 pts)
   - Is the paper written in proper, precise, and rich English?
   - Do sentences convey complex thoughts? Does sentence structure vary throughout?

Content.

1. Abstract (_____ of 5 pts)

2. Introduction/Background (_____ of 10 pts)

3. Assumptions / Methodology / Model (_____ of 15 pts)

4. Results (_____ of 15 pts)

5. Discussion (_____ of 20 pts)

6. Correct use of appendices (_____ of 5 pts)

7. Bibliography / References (_____ of 5 pts)